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Sri Lanka has always been a favourite destination for travellers, despite its
troubles. People love its sun-kissed beaches, green, verdant, lush mountains,
and mouth-watering local cuisine. Sri Lanka also is the proud owner of many
unique architectural marvels, including those by one of Asia’s most influential
architects, the late Geoffrey Bawa. From the age of 38, when Bawa abandoned
his profession as a lawyer at the age of 38 to become a qualified architect and
until his death in 2003, he designed 30 hotels, schools, and private residences
across the country. His work and him, both are celebrated even today.

DESIGN ICONS

8 ICONIC DESIGNS OF GEOFFREY BAWA 

 
A walk through eight iconic designs of the late, Geoffrey Bawa, one of Asia’s
most influential architects
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GERMAN DESIGN
AWARDS

How can the sustainable transformation of our industry and society succeed?
What new ways of thinking, materials and economic models are needed to
achieve this goal? Today more than ever, outstanding design means providing
answers to the challenges of our time, promoting thinking in circular models
and realising visions of a better world based on the design of actions.
Sometimes it is only small changes or ideas that have a big impact, sometimes
it is entire business models. The top-class international jury of the German
Design Award honours these groundbreaking design achievements - and the
German Design Award makes the design trends visible across all sectors in a
glittering setting. The German Design Council promotes talented, up-and-
coming designers with its “Newcomer” award. This year, Anne Bansen is the
winner in this category. She was selected from among four competing finalists,
Maria Bürger, Kalina Todorova Kondeva, Justine Masché and Felix Thode.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

GERMAN DESIGN AWARDS

The German Design Awards are celebrating their tenth anniversary this year
and being accompanied by a campaign focusing on the theme of “How
Designers Think”
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Natural stone has a classic and timeless appeal, one that speaks of posh
elegance. It can be used in residences, offices or even commercial spaces with
great versatility. Natural stones like marble, granite and onyx can enhance the
final presentation many times over. It has a posh aesthetic, durability, and a
natural vibe. We share with you 5 smart ways to use natural stone in your
space… 

FLOORING It is an excellent solution for flooring needs due to its durability,
strength and long-lasting beauty. You can experiment with different slabs of
marble along with various colours and textures. 

 

Natural stone is classic with a timeless appeal, we share five smart ways to use
it in your decor!
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STYLING STONE
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